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Abstract

Let P be a Borel measure on a separable metric space ðE; dÞ: Given an integer kX1 and a

nondecreasing function f : Rþ-Rþ we seek to approximate P by a subset of E which,

amongst all subsets of at most k elements, minimizes the function WkðA;PÞ :¼R
fðdðx;AÞÞPðdxÞ: Any set that minimizes Wkð�;PÞ is called a k-centre of P: We study the

convergence of Wkð�;PÞ-minimizing sequences in noncompact spaces. As an application we

prove a consistency result for empirical k-centres.
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1. Preliminaries

1.1. Introduction

Several basic notions of probability theory can be defined and investigated in
terms of approximation theory. As a classical example, the mean of a probability

measure P on R minimizes the mean squared loss
R
jx � aj2PðdxÞ over R: Hence, in

a sense, the mean is the best one-point approximation of P: The minimum value of
mean squared loss is the variance of P—yet another important characteristic of P:

The idea of approximation of P by k points (k is a fixed integer) has led to the
notion of ‘‘k-centre’’ (also called k-mean or principal points) of the distribution
[3,5,7,10,11,23,24,30]. Often the square function is replaced by another power
function or by some more complicated discrepancy function f:
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In this paper, we consider a probability measure P on a separable metric space
ðE; dÞ equipped with the Borel s-algebra. We fix an integer k; a discrepancy function
f; and we define the loss function

A/

Z
min
aAA

fðdðx; aÞÞPðdxÞ ¼: WkðA;PÞ; ð1Þ

where AAEk :¼ fACE: jAjpkg: A k-centre of P is any element of Ek that minimizes
(1). Thus, a k-centre is the best approximation of P by k points at most.

The main objects of the paper are the sequences fAng; An in Ek such that

WkðAn;PÞ- inf
AAEk

WkðA;PÞ ¼: WkðPÞ: ð2Þ

A sequence satisfying (2) is called minimizing (for Wkð�;PÞ). The paper is devoted to
the study of convergence of minimizing sequences. We replace the usual assumption
of compactness by the sequential compactness in another suitably chosen topology t;
and then we study conditions that allow strong convergence to be deduced from t-
convergence. For example, if E is a separable dual space the weakn topology serves
for t: The main result of that kind is Theorem 2.1.

The problem of the convergence of minimizing sequence arises from the
investigation of the consistency of empirical k-centres. More precisely, let
X1;X2;y be a sequence of independent, identically distributed E-valued random
elements defined on a probability space ðO;F;PÞ and having common distribution
P: Let fPng be the sequence of empirical measure. Thus, Pn is a random measure on
ðE;BÞ defined as follows:

Po
n ðBÞ ¼

1

n

Xn

i¼1

IBðXiðoÞÞ; oAO; BAB: ð3Þ

Here IB is the indicator function. Often the empirical measure Po
n (for some n and o)

is the only information about P: Hence, the k-centres of Po
n —the empirical k-

centres—are the natural estimators of the k-centres of P; which in the present
context are called theoretical k-centres. We call the empirical k-centres consistent if
every sequence of empirical k-centres converges (in the Hausdorff sense) to the set of
theoretical k-centres, P-a.s. The consistency of k-centres is a relatively widely
investigated topic; for an overview of that problem as well as the precise definitions
of the consistency see Section 3.1. It turns out that P-a.s., every sequence of the
empirical k-centres is minimizing for Wkð�;PÞ (Lemma 3.1). By continuity of
Wkð�;PÞ (Lemma 2.2) the empirical k-centres are consistent if every minimizing
sequence is relatively compact. This observation justifies the study of convergence of
a more general class of sequences than that of empirical k-centres—the class of
minimizing sequences.

The described scheme for proving the consistency of an estimator obtained by
minimizing the empirical loss function is standard—using the classical tools of
probability theory the sequence of empirical estimators is showed to be minimizing
for (unknown) nonrandom loss function. The question of the convergence of
minimizing sequences now arises. At this stage, the sample-caused randomness is
irrelevant, important are the properties of the parameter space and loss function (in
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our case, Ek and Wkð�;PÞ). In the present paper, the k-centres are considered, but we
believe that the introduced methods can be applied for a more general class of
estimators.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we introduce the main notions:
loss function, k-variance, minimizing sequence. Section 2 is devoted to the properties
of minimizing sequences. In Section 2.1, we show that every minimizing sequence is
bounded (Lemma 2.1). In Section 2.2 we define the t-convergence and we prove an
important auxiliary lemma (Lemma 2.2). In Section 2.3 we investigate the conditions
(in terms of P and E) under which t-convergent minimizing sequences are
convergent. Those conditions form the main convergence results for minimizing
sequences (Theorem 2.1). Several counterexamples demonstrate the role of the
conditions. In Section 3 we use the main result of previous section to prove a
consistency theorem for empirical k-centres (Theorem 3.1). The latter generalizes
previous results of this type.

We remark that the paper is based on the authors doctoral dissertation [16]. The
main results can be found in the dissertation, but the proofs in the paper are better
organized, shorter and more readable.

1.2. The loss function

Throughout the paper we assume that ðE; dÞ is a separable metric space, B is its
Borel s-algebra and P is a probability measure on ðE;BÞ: Let T denote the support
of P:

We consider a discrepancy function f : Rþ/Rþ which is assumed to be
continuous, nondecreasing, fð0Þ ¼ 0 and such that for an xoAE;R
fðdðx; xoÞÞPðdxÞoN implies that for all cX0Z

fðdðx; xoÞ þ cÞPðdxÞoN: ð4Þ

The purpose of (4) is to ensure the finiteness of the loss function. It holds if f has the
D2-property (there exists uoX0 and loN such that fð2uÞplfðuÞ if u4uo).
However, (4) can also be true without the D2-property. Denote by E the class of all
finite subsets of E and define the loss function

Wð�;PÞ : E/Rþ; WðA;PÞ ¼
Z

min
aAA

fðdðx; aÞÞPðdxÞ:

Let dðx;AÞ :¼ minaAA dðx; aÞ be the distance of x from the set A: Since f is

monotone, WðA;PÞ ¼
R
fðdðx;AÞÞPðdxÞ:

We now list some general properties of Wð�;PÞ: The proofs of them are
straightforward and can be found in [16].

P1. If WðB;PÞoN for a BAE; then WðA;PÞoN for every AAE:
Because f is monotone, P1 follows from (4). It means that Wð�;PÞ is either finite

or always infinite on E: Throughout the paper we assume that it is finite.
P2. If supx;yAE fðdðx; yÞÞ ¼: fðNÞ40; then Wða;PÞofðNÞ for some aAE:

Clearly, fðNÞoN if and only if f3d is bounded.
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P3. There exists a sequence of finite sets fCng such that WðCn;PÞ-0:

1.3. k-Variance

From now on let kX1 be a fixed integer, Ek :¼ fACE: jAjpkg: The quantity

WkðPÞ :¼ inf
AAEk

WðA;PÞ

is called the k-variance of P. It measures the mean discrepancy of approximating P

by k points at most. The name ‘‘k-variance’’ reflects the fact that for E ¼ R and f
the square function, W1ðPÞ is the ordinary variance. In most of what follows the
function Wð�;PÞ is considered on Ek only. To emphasize the role of k the restriction
of Wð�;PÞ to Ek is denoted Wkð�;PÞ:

Definition 1.1. Given an eX0; any sequence of sets fAng in Ek is said to be e-
minimizing (for Wkð�;PÞ) if lim supn WkðAn;PÞpWkðPÞ þ e: A 0-minimizing
sequence is called minimizing and then WkðAn;PÞ-WkðPÞ:

Definition 1.1 and P2 imply that fðNÞ4W1ðPÞXW2ðPÞX?: In this paper, we
assume that these inequalities are strict, i.e.

WkðPÞoWk�1ðPÞo?oW1ðPÞofðNÞ: ð5Þ

The following proposition gives a sufficient condition for (5). It generalizes the
previous results of the same type [26,27].

Proposition 1.1. If Wk�1ðPÞ40; then (5) holds.

Proof. It suffices to show that WkðPÞ ¼ Wk�1ðPÞ holds if and only if Wk�1ðPÞ ¼ 0:
Let WkðPÞ ¼ Wk�1ðPÞ ¼: w; and let fBng; in Ek�1; be a minimizing sequence for
Wk�1ð�;PÞ: Then for all aAE the sequence ffBn; agg is minimizing for Wkð�;PÞ so
that

WðBn;PÞ � WðfBn; ag;PÞ ¼
Z

SnðaÞ
f n
a ðxÞPðdxÞ-0; ð6Þ

where f n
a ðxÞ :¼ fðdðx;BnÞÞ � fðdðx; aÞÞ and SnðaÞ :¼ fxAEj f n

a ðxÞ40g: Consider a

finite set C ¼ fc1;y; cmgCE: Since (6) holds for every aAE;

WðBn;PÞ � WðfBn;Cg;PÞp
Xm

i¼1

Z
SnðciÞ

f n
ci
ðxÞPðdxÞ-0:

Thus, WðfBn;Cg;PÞ-w for every CAE: Clearly, WðfBn;Cg;PÞpWðC;PÞ; and P3
finishes the proof. &

Inequalities (5) are important. If

fðuÞ ¼ 0 if and only if u ¼ 0; ð7Þ
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then Wk�1ðPÞ40 if and only if TeEk�1 [18,25]. Hence, for strictly increasing f; by
assuming (5) we avoid the trivial case when P is concentrated on k � 1 or fewer
points.

2. Minimizing sequences

The main task of the paper is to find the conditions for E and P that ensure the
convergence of minimizing sequences. At first we present some general properties of
minimizing sequences.

2.1. General properties

Denote W0ðPÞ :¼ fðNÞ and di :¼ Wi�1ðPÞ � WiðPÞ: By (5), di40 for all
i ¼ 1;y; k:

Note first that if eodk then every e-minimizing sequence fAng eventually consists
of sets of exactly k points. Indeed, if jAnj

jok along a subsequence fAnj
g; we would

reach a contradiction: Wk�1ðPÞplim supj Wk�1ðAnj
;PÞ pWkðPÞ þ e:

The following important lemma states that, for sufficiently small e; every e-
minimizing sequence fAng is bounded. The proof of it can be found in [16], we repeat
the argument because of its importance. Fix an xoAE:

Lemma 2.1. Let fAng be an e-minimizing sequence for Wkð�;PÞ: If eodk then there

exists a ball Bðxo; rkÞ such that AnCBðxo; rkÞ for all n:

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that jAnj ¼ k for all n ¼ 1; 2;y :
It will be shown that, for each l ¼ 0; 1;y; k; there exists rl such that
jAn-Bðxo; rlÞjXl for all n: For l ¼ 0 there is nothing to prove. If the statement is
not true then there exists a largest l in f0; 1;y; k � 1g such that the condition is
satisfied by some rl : Then, for each j ¼ 1; 2;y; there exists nj such that nj4nj�1 and

lXjAnj
-Bðxo; rl þ jÞjXjAnj

-Bðxo; rlÞjXl:

Let Bnj
¼ Anj

-Bðxo; rlÞ: Then Anj
WBnj

CEWBðxo; rl þ jÞ:
If l ¼ 0 then Bnj

¼ | for each j: Thus, for each xAE; limj fðdðx;Anj
ÞÞ ¼ fðNÞ:

But fAng is e-minimizing and, therefore,

fðNÞ ¼
Z

lim inf
j-N

fðdðx;Anj
ÞÞPðdxÞp lim sup

j-N

WkðAnj
;PÞoWk þ e ð8Þ

by Fatou’s lemma. Hence, fðNÞoN and, by the assumption on e; the right-hand
side of (8) is Wk þ eofðNÞ which is a contradiction.

So lX1; jBnj
j ¼ l for all j; and fðdðx;Anj

ÞÞ and fðdðx;Bnj
ÞÞ are eventually equal

for each xAE: Furthermore, fðdðx;Bnj
ÞÞpfðdðx; x0Þ þ rlÞ which, by (4) and our

finiteness assumption, is integrable. So, by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence
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theorem

WlðBnj
;PÞ � WlðAnj

;PÞ ¼
Z

ðfðdðx;Bnj
ÞÞ � fðdðx;Anj

ÞÞÞPðdxÞ-0

from which it follows that lim supj WlðBnj
;PÞ ¼ lim supj WkðAnj

;PÞpWk þ eoWl ;

which is a contradiction. The proof is complete. &

The following corollary follows almost directly from Lemma 2.1 [16].
For each finite A ¼ fa1;y; algCE define the sets

SoðaiÞ :¼ fxAEj dðx; aiÞodðx;AWfaigÞg;

So
fðaiÞ :¼ fxAEj fðdðx; aiÞÞofðdðx;AWfaigÞÞg:

Corollary 2.1. Let fAng be an e-minimizing sequence for Wkð�;PÞ: If eodk then there

exists an a40 such that PðSo
fðanÞÞ4a for all anAAn:

Definition 2.1. Let eX0: Any AAEk satisfying WkðA;PÞpWkðPÞ þ e is called an e-
optimal k-centre of P. The set of all e-optimal k-centres is denoted Ue

kðPÞ: A

0-optimal k-centre is called a k-centre of P. The set of all k-centres is UkðPÞ:

Generally, the k-centres are not unique or they might not exist. The uniqueness is
one of the crucial differences between 1-centres and k-centres in general: when E is a
rotund normed space and f is strictly convex then, unlike the cases k41; the 1-
centre is always unique. In this paper, we take account of the possible
nonuniqueness, but we do not deal with existence problems. However, it is not
hard to see that the assumption B used in Theorem 2.1 is sufficient for the existence
of k-centres. We also remark that the existence of centres is a property that does not
depend heavily on k: For a large class of Banach spaces the existence of 1-centres was
proved in [12].

2.2. t-Convergence

Consider the metric space ðE; hÞ; where h stands for the Hausdorff metrics:
hðA;BÞ ¼ maxfsupaAA dða;BÞ; supbAB dðb;AÞg: We denote Hausdorff convergence
of sets by An-A and it will be referred to as strong convergence. For a class UCE
we write An-U if infBAU hðAn;BÞ-0: Clearly, An-U if every subsequence of fAng
admits a subsequence which converges to an element of U; but not conversely.

Suppose E is equipped with a Hausdorff topology t (not necessarily comparable
with the metric topology). The sets

VðO1;y;OlÞ :¼ fAAEkjACO1,?,Ol ; A-Oia|; i ¼ 1;y; lg;

l ¼ 1; 2;y; OiAt form a basis for a topology which is called the Vietoris (or
exponential) topology. If t is the metric topology, then the Vietoris topology for E
coincides with the topology generated by the Hausdorff metric. For finite sets,
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convergence in the Vietoris topology generalizes Hausdorff convergence. Indeed,
a sequence fAng converges in the Vietoris topology to A ¼ fa1;y; alg if,
for all sufficiently large n; there exists a partition An ¼ An

1,?,An
l such that

jAn
i jX1 and fAn

i g converges in t to ai for each i ¼ 1;y; l: This convergence is

denoted An -
t

A:

From now on we assume that E is equipped with a Hausdorff topology t; such
that the mapping dð�; yÞ : ðE; tÞ/R is sequentially lower semicontinuous or,
equivalently, that every closed ball of E is sequentially t-closed. Then, f
being continuous and monotonic, fðdð�; yÞÞ is also sequentially lower semicontin-
uous, i.e.

lim inffðdðxn; yÞÞXfðdðx; yÞÞ for all yAE ð9Þ

if xn -
t

x: In a normed space, the weak topology satisfies (9). Similarly, when E is

dual, the weakn topology satisfies (9).
The next lemma is very important. A version of it can be found in [16].

Lemma 2.2. Let An -
t

A be a minimizing sequence for Wkð�;PÞ: Then AAUkðPÞ; and

fðdðx;AnÞÞ-fðdðx;AÞÞ; P-a.s.

Proof. Let A ¼ fa1;y; alg: Obviously, lpk: First we show that AAUkðPÞ: The
argument is adapted from Cuesta et al. [7]. Let fAn

1;y;An
l g be the partition of An

ensured by the definition of t-convergence. Fix xAE and iAf1;y; lg: If an
i AAn

i

then an
i -

t
ai and so, by (9), lim infn fðdðx;An

i ÞÞXfðdðx; aiÞÞ: Hence,

lim infn fðdðx;AnÞÞ ¼ lim infn mini fðdðx;An
i ÞÞ ¼ mini lim infn fðdðx;An

i ÞÞ and

min
i

lim inf
n

fðdðx;An
i ÞÞXmin

i
fðdðx; aiÞÞ ¼ fðdðx;AÞÞ: ð10Þ

By an appeal to Fatou’s lemma,

WkðA;PÞ ¼
Z

fðdðx;AÞPðdxÞp
Z

lim inf
n

fðdðx;AnÞÞPðdxÞ

p lim inf
n

Z
fðdðx;AnÞÞPðdxÞ ¼ lim

n
WkðAn;PÞ ¼ WkðPÞ:

Consequently, AAUkðPÞ and the inequalities in the previous display are, in fact,
equalities. This implies a.s. equality in (10). Thus, PðVÞ ¼ 1; where V :¼
fx : lim infn fðdðx;AnÞÞ ¼ fðdðx;AÞÞg: We show that V is closed in the metric
topology.
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Let xmAV and xm-x: Then, for each xm;

jfðdðx;AÞÞ � lim inf
n

fðdðx;AnÞÞj

pjfðdðx;AÞÞ � fðdðxm;AÞÞj þ j lim inf
n

fðdðxm;AnÞÞ

� lim inf
n

fðdðx;AnÞÞj

pjfðdðx;AÞÞ � fðdðxm;AÞÞj þ lim sup
n

jfðdðxm;AnÞÞ

� fðdðx;AnÞÞj ð11Þ

The sequence fAng is bounded by Lemma 2.1, jdðxm;BÞ � dðx;BÞjpdðx; xmÞ for
any set B; and f is uniformly continuous on each bounded set. It follows that the
right-hand side of (11) tends to zero as m-N and so xAV : Thus, V is closed and
PðVÞ ¼ 1 so TDV :

Any subsequence fAnj
g is minimizing and t-convergent to A: Hence, the

corresponding set V 0 :¼ fx: lim infnj
fðdðx;Anj

ÞÞ ¼ fðdðx;AÞÞg contains T or,

equivalently, TD-aVa; where the intersection is taken over the sets V correspond-
ing to all subsequences of fAng: Thus, TDfx: lim

n
fðdðx;AnÞ ¼ fðdðx;AÞÞg; or

fðdðx;AnÞÞ-fðdðx;AÞÞ; P-a.s. &

We assumed that (5) holds. Then any minimizing sequence eventually consists of
sets of k elements. Also every k-centre is a set of k elements. Thus, by Lemma 2.2,
any t-limit of a minimizing sequence has exactly k-elements. Hence, if

An -
t fa1;y; akg is a minimizing sequence, then for each n big enough there exists

a labelling An ¼ fan
1;y; an

kg such that an
i -

t
ai for all i: We now specify the

convergence fðdðx;AnÞÞ-fðdðx;AÞÞ in terms of fðdðx; an
i ÞÞ: The proof of the

following corollary is straightforward and, therefore, omitted. It can be found in
[16].

Corollary 2.2. Let An -
t

A be a minimizing sequence for Wkð�;PÞ: Then

fðdðx; an
i ÞÞ-fðdðx; aiÞÞ for each i ¼ 1;y; k and xASo

fðaiÞ-T : If f is strictly

increasing then dðx; an
i Þ-dðx; aiÞ for each xASoðaiÞ-T :

2.3. Strong convergence

In this section, we study conditions under which t-convergence of minimizing
sequences implies strong convergence.

First condition. Suppose f satisfies (7) and let An -
t fa1;y; akg be a t-convergent

minimizing sequence. By Corollary 2.2, if aiAT then fðdðan
i ; aiÞÞ-0 and so

dðan
i ; aiÞ-0: Hence, if ACT then an

i -ai; for each i and An-A:
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It now follows, by Lemma 2.2, that in order to deduce strong convergence of a t-
convergent minimizing sequence one needs only that

ACT if AAUkðPÞ: ð12Þ

The pair of assumptions (12) and (7) is called the first condition. Obviously, (12)
depends on P as well as on the set-up of the problem. It might be meaningful to
minimize the loss function only over the support of P: Then one can consider T as
the whole space E and so (12) holds.

Condition (12) might seem technical and inessential. In the following example,
(12) fails and weak convergence does not imply strong convergence.

Example 2.1. Let E ¼ co and P ¼
P

N

n¼1 ðden
þ d�en

Þpn; where enAco consists of zeros

except for 1 in the nth place, and pn40;
P

n pn ¼ 1
2
: We take k ¼ 1 and fðxÞ ¼ x2:

Then Wða;PÞ ¼
P

N

n¼1 ðjjen � ajj2 þ jjen þ ajj2Þpn for each aAE: It is easy to see that

f0g is the unique 1-centre and that W1ðPÞ ¼ 1: Obviously, the sequence femg is

minimizing for W1ð�;PÞ: Let t be the weak topology. Then en -
t

0 but enQ0:

However, 0eT ; (12) is not satisfied and the example does not contradict the first
condition.

Condition (7) also cannot be omitted. We can modify Example 2.1 in such a way

that An -
t

ACT but AnQA:

Example 2.2. Let E ¼ co; k ¼ 1; and consider the following f and P:

fðxÞ ¼
0 if xA½0; 1�;
ðx � 1Þ2 if x41;

(
P ¼

XN
n¼1

ðd2en
þ d�2en

Þpn þ d0p0;

where pn40; n ¼ 0; 1; 2;y; p0 þ 2
P

N

n¼1 pn ¼ 1:

Again, U1ðPÞ ¼ f0g; W1ðPÞ ¼ 1� p0; and the sequence femg is minimizing. The
assumptions on P and femg are satisfied. But (7) is not satisfied and the strong
convergence fails.

Second condition. Suppose now f is strictly increasing, but (12) is not satisfied.
Then some additional assumptions should be made.

Let ðE; jj � jjÞ be a normed space, and let t be a topological vector space topology
on E that satisfies (9). This happens, for example, if E is a separable dual and let t is

the weakn topology. Consider a t-convergent minimizing sequence

An -
t fa1;y; akg; and let xiASoðaiÞ-T : By Corollary 2.1 SoðaiÞ-T is not empty.

The convergence an
i -

t
ai implies xi � an

i -
t

xi � ai; and, by Corollary 2.2 jjxi �
an

i jj-jjxi � aijj , i ¼ 1;y; k: Consequently, for each i ¼ 1;y; k; there exists an xi

such that xi � an
i -

t
xi � ai and jjxi � an

i jj-jjxi � aijj:
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Sometimes ðE; tÞ possesses the property:

yn -
t

y and jjynjj-jjyjj imply yn-y: ð13Þ

If so, then xi � an
i -xi � ai and an

i -ai: Hence, the following proposition holds

(recall that t satisfies (9)).

Proposition 2.1. Let ðE; jj � jjÞ be a normed space. Assume ðE; tÞ is a topological vector

space, satisfying (13). Let An -
t

A be a minimizing sequence for Wkð�;PÞ: If f is

strictly increasing then An-A:

If ðE; tÞ satisfies conditions of Proposition 2.1 then ðE; tÞ is said to have the t-
Kadec–Klee property [1,15,19]. Usually the Kadec–Klee property is defined with
respect to the weak topology and then it is sometimes called the Radon–Riesz

property or property H [20,21]. In the best approximation context, the Kadec–Klee
property is also called property A [22]. The t-Kadec–Klee property is a
straightforward generalization. Often ðE; jj � jjÞ is assumed to be a Banach space
and t is weaker than the norm-topology. In this case, conditions (13) and (9) are
equivalent to the following [14,15]

fxngCBð0Þ; xn -
t

x; sepfxng40 imply jjxjjo1:

Here Bð0Þ is the unit ball in E and sepfxng :¼ inffjjxm � xnjj : mang: For examples
of Banach spaces with t-Kadec–Klee property see [15].

Example 2.3. Proposition 2.1 needs not hold if f is not strictly increasing. Let

E ¼ l2; k ¼ 1 and f  0 in ½0;
ffiffiffi
2

p
� and fðxÞ ¼ ðx �

ffiffiffi
2

p
Þ2 otherwise. Consider the P

as in Example 2.1. Clearly, W1ðPÞ ¼ 0; and the sequence femg is minimizing. The

space l2 has Kadec–Klee property, em -
t

0; but emQ0:

The main theorem. So far we have investigated the possibility of deducing strong
convergence of a minimizing sequence from t-convergence when t satisfies (9). The
first and second conditions provide sufficient conditions, in terms of P and E;
respectively. How to ensure the t-convergence of a minimizing sequence is a general
and possible unsolvable problem. Because of the boundedness of the minimizing
sequences it is enough that:

B: Every closed ball of E is sequentially t-compact.

Obviously, B is stronger than (9). The weakn topology in a separable dual satisfies
B. In particular, the weak topology in a reflexive space satisfies B.

The main theorem now directly follows from Lemma 2.1, the first condition and
Proposition 2.1.

Theorem 2.1. If E admits a topology t which satisfies B and either

(1) (7) and (12) are satisfied, or
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(2) f is strictly increasing and E is a normed linear space such that ðE; tÞ has the t-
Kadec–Klee property,

then every minimizing sequence for Wkð�;PÞ has a subsequence that converges strongly

to an element of UkðPÞ:

If E is a reflexive Banach space with the Kadec–Klee property then the
assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Such a space is sometimes called a
Efimov–Stechkin space [21,22]. A Efimov–Stechkin space possesses several properties
which are useful from the point of view of best approximation. For example, a
Banach space is a Efimov–Stechkin space if and only if every weakly closed set is
approximately compact [13]. The Efimov–Stechkin spaces include all uniformly
rotund spaces, the spaces LpðO;RÞ and the Sobolev spaces W n

p ða; bÞ ð1opoNÞ: A
good overview of Efimov–Stechkin spaces and related geometrical properties can be
found in [21].

Examples 2.1 and 2.2 show the importance of condition (1) of Theorem 2.1. The
space co with the weak topology does not satisfy (13) so the same examples show that
(13) cannot be omitted from (2) in Theorem 2.1. If f does not satisfy (7) then
Theorem 2.1 need not hold even in a Efimov–Stechkin space. To see this reconsider
Example 2.3 and verify that emQU1ðPÞ: Indeed, a ¼ ða1; a2;yÞAU1ðPÞ if and only

if jjen � ajj2p2 and jjen þ ajj2p2 for each n: Then janjp
ffiffiffi
2

p
� 1 for n ¼ 1; 2;y; and

jjem � ajjX2�
ffiffiffi
2

p
:

Corollary 2.3. If the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds and there is a unique k-centre

then any minimizing sequence for Wkð�;PÞ converges to A.

Remark 2.1. If there is a unique k-centre the word ‘‘sequentially’’ can be skipped in
B. Let fAng be a minimizing sequence. Let B be a closed ball containing fAng: Take
E :¼ B: Now ðE; tÞ is t-compact, which implies the compactness of Ek in the Vietoris
topology [9, 3.12.26]. The loss function Wkð�;PÞ is lower semicontinuous on Ek by
Fatou’s lemma, and attains its minimum on a (countably) compact subset of Ek:

Now it is easy to see that every minimizing sequence fAng satisfies An -
t

UkðPÞ ¼ A;

and both convergence conditions apply.

3. Empirical k-centres

3.1. The consistency problem

Let X1;X2;y be a sequence of independent, identically distributed E-valued
random elements defined on a probability space ðO;F;PÞ and having common
distribution P: Without loss of generality we may assume that ðO;F;PÞ is complete,
i.e. every subset of a 0-measure set is measurable.
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Let fPng be the sequence of empirical measures as defined in (3). The k-centres of
Po

n and P are called empirical k-centres and theoretical k-centres, respectively. Hence,

(for fixed n and o) the set of all empirical k-centres is UkðPo
n Þ and the set of all

theoretical k-centres is UkðPÞ: Calculated from the sample of n observations, UkðPo
n Þ

can be regarded as an estimator of (the usually unknown) UkðPÞ: Is such an
estimator consistent, i.e. does UkðPnÞ (in some sense) converge to UkðPÞ; P-a.s.? In
this paper, we study the following sense of convergence: let fAng be an arbitrary
sequence of empirical k-centres, i.e. AnAUkðPo

n Þ for each n: We call empirical k-

centres consistent if hðAn;UkðPÞÞ-0 for P-a.e. o: Thus, empirical k-centres are
consistent if

P o sup
AnAUkðPo

n Þ
hðAn;UkðPÞÞ-0

�����
( )

¼ 1: ð14Þ

Clearly, (14) holds if every subsequence of empirical k-centres has a further
subsequence converging to a theoretical k-centre, P-a.s. Then

P o
any subsequence fAnj

g; where Anj
AUkðPo

nj
Þ has

a subsequence fAnjl
g such that Anjl

-AAUkðPÞ

�����
( )

¼ 1: ð15Þ

Also, the k-variance WkðPnÞ of an empirical measure is an estimator of WkðPÞ;
which justifies the investigation of the convergence WkðPnÞ-WkðPÞ; P-a.s. If the
latter holds, then empirical k-variances are called consistent. Since jfðdðx;AnÞÞ �
fðdðx;BnÞÞj-0 if hðAn;BnÞ-0; it is not hard to see that by the strong law of large
numbers (SLLN) the consistency of empirical k-centres implies that of empirical k-
variances. In Lemma 3.1 we show the latter without (14).

The problem of consistency of k-centres has attracted much attention. In [23,27]
the consistency of k-centres and k-variances have been proved for finite dimensional
spaces. For trimmed k-centres in Euclidean spaces, similar results were obtained in
[5] (by calculation of a trimmed k-centre of P in level dAð1; 0Þ; a restricted part of P

is used. This restriction is chosen such that it has total mass at least 1� d and
minimizes the loss function over all such restrictions.) The strongly related case of
compact metric spaces were considered in [29]. The leading consistency results for k-
centres in uniformly convex spaces were obtained by Cuesta et al. in [7,8]. They used
the Skorohod Representation together with a version of Proposition 2.1. The first
condition was introduced in [18]. There we also developed the connection between
the consistency of k-centres and best approximation theory. This allowed us to
consider the consistency of k-centres as the semicontinuity of a metric projection in
the Lebesgue–Bochner space. This approach has its origins in [4,6,7] and was studied
also in [17]. The disadvantage of it is the restriction on f–the latter is usually a power
function. In the present paper, we try to keep f as general as possible.

If the theoretical k-centre is unique, i.e. UkðPÞ ¼ fAg; then (14) and (15) reduce to
the following

Pfo jfor any sequence fAng; AnAUkðPo
n Þ it holds An-Ag ¼ 1: ð16Þ
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In previous papers, discussing consistency of k-centres [5,7,8,23,24] the uniqueness of
theoretical k-centres was assumed, i.e. only (16) was considered. We deal with the
generalized versions of consistency.

3.2. Main consistency results

In order to apply the results of Section 2, we show that every sequence of empirical
k-centres is minimizing for Wkð�;PÞ; P-a.s.

Proposition 3.1. Let l;N40 be integers and denote EN
l :¼ fAAEl : ACBðx0;NÞg: If

fPng is a sequence of probability measures converging weakly to P then for a sequence

fBng such that BnAEN
l ; it holds

lim
n

jWlðBn;PnÞ � WlðBn;PÞj ¼ 0: ð17Þ

Proof. Define A :¼ ffA: AAEN
l g; where fAðxÞ ¼ fðdðx;AÞÞ: The family A consists

of continuous functions, bounded by gðxÞ :¼ fðdðx; xoÞ þ NÞ; A is equicontinuous

[25]. If Pn converges to P weakly and
R

g dPn-
R

g dPoN; then

limn-N supfAA j
R

f dPn �
R

f dPj ¼ 0; by the Ranga Rao theorem [28]. This proves

the proposition. &

Lemma 3.1. For P-a.e. o

(i) WkðPo
n Þ-WkðPÞ;

(ii) every sequence fAng where AnAUkðPo
n Þ is minimizing for Wkð�;PÞ:

Proof. At first we show the existence of a set OoAF such that PðOoÞ ¼ 1 and for
every oAOo

(1) lim supn WkðPo
n ÞpWkðPÞ;

(2)
R
fðdðx; x0Þ þ NÞ dPo

n -
R
fðdðx; x0Þ þ NÞ dP; for each N ¼ 1; 2;y;

(3) Po
n ) P; where ) stands for the weak convergence of probability laws.

Let AAUkðPÞ: By SLLN, WðA;PnÞ-WðA;PÞ ¼ WkðPÞ; P-a.s. Since
WkðPnÞpWðA;PnÞ; we now obtain that lim supn WkðPnÞpWkðPÞ; P-a.s. Let O1

be the set of P-measure 1 where the latter holds.

By (4),
R
fðdðx; x0Þ þ NÞPðdxÞoN for every N ¼ 1; 2;y : By SLLN, for each N

there exists a set ONAF such that PðONÞ ¼ 1 and
R
fðdðx; x0Þ þ

NÞ dPo
n -

R
fðdðx; x0Þ þ NÞ dP if oAON : Take O2 :¼ -NON : Now PðO2Þ ¼ 1 and

2) holds for each oAO2:
Finally, due to the well-known result of Varadarajan (see, e.g. [2]) PðO3Þ ¼ 1;

where O3 :¼ fo : Po
n ) Pg: Now take Oo :¼ O1-O2-O3:
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We shall show that Oo is the required set. Let oAOo; Pn :¼ Po
n ; and consider a

sequence fAng such that AnAUkðPnÞ; 8n: The first step is to prove the boundedness
of fAng: For that we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, i.e. we show that, for
each l ¼ 0; 1;y; k there exists rl such that jAn-Bðxo; rlÞjXl for all n: Suppose r1
does not exist. Then there exists a subsequence fAnj

g such that limj-N hjðxÞ ¼
fðNÞ; where hj : E/½�N;N�; hjðxÞ ¼ fðdðx;Anj

ÞÞ: Note that the convergence

xj-x yields hjðxjÞ-fðNÞ: Hence, Pnj
h�1

j ) dfðNÞ [2, Theorem 5.5], implying that

fðNÞplim inf j

R
hj dPnj

¼ lim inf j WkðAnj
;Pnj

ÞpWkðPÞofðNÞ [2, Theorem 5.3].

This is a contradiction, so r1 exists.
Suppose now that rl exists, and let Bn ¼ An-Bðxo; rlÞ: Suppose rlþ1 does not exist.

Then, for each j ¼ 1; 2;y; there exists nj such that nj4nj�1 and fjðxÞ :¼
fðdðx;Bnj

ÞÞ � fðdðx;Anj
ÞÞ is eventually zero for each xAE: Furthermore,

fðdðx;Bnj
ÞÞpfðdðx; xoÞ þ NÞ ¼: gðxÞ; where NXrl : It is not hard to see that

fjðxjÞ-0; if xj-x; implying that Pnj
f �1
j ) d0: Since for every j; fjpg and, by 2),R

g dPnj
-

R
g dP; it holdsZ

fj dPnj
¼ WlðBnj

;Pnj
Þ � WkðPnj

Þ-0: ð18Þ

Convergence (18) follows almost immediately from the general theory of weak
convergence, see e.g. [16, Corollary 3.2.2] or [2, Theorem 5.4].

From (18) and condition (1) follows that

lim sup
j

WlðBnj
;Pnj

Þ ¼ lim sup
j

WlðAnj
;Pnj

ÞpWkðPÞ:

On the other hand, by (17), lim supj WlðBnj
;Pnj

Þ ¼ lim supj WlðBnj
;PÞXWlðPÞ:

Hence, WlðPÞpWkðPÞ which is a contradiction. Therefore, fAng is bounded and
(3.1) yields

jWkðPnÞ � WkðAn;PÞj-0: ð19Þ

From (19) and condition (1) we get (i). From (i) and (19) we now get (ii). &

Remark 3.1. Just like in Lemma 2.1, the argument of Lemma 3.1 holds also for the e-
optimal empirical k-centres, provided eodk: So the existence of empirical k-centres is
not needed for proving the consistency of k-variance.

For finite-dimensional spaces or compact metric spaces, the statements of Lemma
3.1 were proved in [23,29], respectively. In their proofs the D2-property of f was
assumed. In [25] these ideas were used to prove (i) for general separable metric space
E: However, our proof is much shorter and more general. It generalizes the approach
introduced in [7]. For trimmed k-centres in the space Rm; a counterpart of Lemma
3.1 can be found in [5]. We also remark that if E is a normed space, and fðxÞ ¼
xp; pX1; then Lemma 3.1 follows from best approximation theory [17,18].

From Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.1 we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose E admits a topology t; satisfying B and either

(1) f satisfies (7), and (12) are satisfied, or

(2) f is strictly increasing and E is a normed linear space such that ðE; tÞ has the t-
Kadec–Klee property,

then (15) holds.

Assumption (2) of Theorem 3.1 ensures (15) in a Efimov–Stechkin space. This
generalizes the consistency results for k-centres in [23,29,26,7], where finite-
dimensional space, compact metric space, Hilbert space or uniformly convex spaces
were considered, respectively. Assumption (1) ensures (15) in separable duals,
provided (12) and (7) hold. We are not aware of previous consistency results, where
no additional assumptions on E have been made.

Example 3.1. To emphasize the role of definition (15) of consistency we consider the
example given in [7]. Let k ¼ 2; and P be a probability measure on ðR;BÞ such that

PðAÞ ¼ 1
6

LebðA-ð½0; 2�,½3; 4�ÞÞ þ 1
2

IAð2Þ: Let f  0; in ½0; 1�; and fðxÞ ¼ ðx � 1Þ2 if

x41: Then AAU2ðPÞ if and only if W2ðA;PÞ ¼ 0: The 2-centres depend on the
support of P: Such type of k-centres are sometimes called best k-nets. Now, U2ðPÞ ¼
ff1; bgjbA½3; 4�g and the empirical best 2-net is unique, P-a.s. Then, for P-a.e. o; it
holds U2ðPo

n Þ ¼ An :¼: fan
1; an

2g; where the points in An are ordered such that an
1oan

2:
In this case, an

1-1 and the sequence fan
2g has two cluster points: 3 and 4.5.

Therefore, every subsequence of best empirical 2-nets has a sub-subsequence
converging either to f1; 3gAUkðPÞ or to f1; 4:5gAUkðPÞ; P-a.s. Originally, this
example was to demonstrate that the a.s. convergence of empirical k-centres needs
not hold, if UkðPÞ has more than one set. However, we still have the a.s. convergence
to the set UkðPÞ: So, in the space R the a.s. convergence of empirical k-centres in the
sense (16) might not take place; because of Theorem 3.1, the consistency in a wider
sense (15) always holds.
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